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ABSTRACT
Context. Lyman Break Galaxies (LBG) and Narrow Band (NB) surveys have been successful at detecting large samples of high-
redshift galaxies. Both methods are subject to contamination from low-redshift interlopers.
Aims. In this paper, our aim is to investigate the nature of low-redshift interlopers in NB Lyman-α emitters (LAE) searches.
Methods. From previous HAWK-I NB imaging at z ∼ 7.7 we identify three objects that would have been selected as high-redshift
LAEs had our optical data been one magnitude shallower (but still one to two magnitudes fainter than the near infrared data). We
follow-up these objects in spectroscopy with XSHOOTER at the VLT.
Results. Despite low quality data due to bad weather conditions, for each of the three objects we identify one, and only one emission
line, in the spectra of the objects, that we identify as the O[III]5007Å line. This result combined to spectral energy density fitting and
tests based on line ratios of several populations of galaxies we infer that the 3 objects are ultrastrong line emitters at redshifts ∼ 1.1.
Conclusions. From this work and the literature we remark that the O[III] line appears to be a common source of contamination in
high-redshift LBG and LAE samples and we suggest that efforts be put to characterize with high accuracy the O[III] luminosity
function out to redshift ∼ 3 or higher.
Key words. Galaxies: evolution – Galaxies: high-redshift - Techniques: imaging spectroscopy
1. Introduction
The study of the highest redshift galaxies and quasars at z >
7 provides insights into the early stages of galaxy formation
and evolution and on the ionization state of the Inter Galactic
Medium (IGM). Much progress has been achieved over the past
decade in assembling samples of high redshift galaxies from es-
sentially two techniques: the Lyman Break technique selecting
Lyman Break Galaxies (LBG) and the Narrow Band (NB) imag-
ing technique targeting Lyα emitters (LAEs).
The Lyman Break method looks at the Lyman continuum break
in the UV spectra of galaxies. Pioneered by Steidel et al. (2003)
at redshift ∼ 3, this technique has been progressively applied to
higher redshifts. As redshift increases, the Lyα forest becomes
so dense that the continuum blueward of the Lyα line is almost
entirely suppressed, becoming in practice the signature used to
select high-redshift galaxies with the LBG technique. At red-
shift 7, the break occurs around 1 µm and galaxies can only be
observed in the near infrared.
? Based on observations made with ESO telescopes at the La Silla
Paranal Observatory under programmes ID 385.A-1025(A) and 181.A-
0485.
In several studies performed after the installation of the WFC3
camera on board HST in 2009, the Lyman Break technique has
been used to search for galaxies up to redshifts 10 or higher.
Samples of hundreds of galaxies at redshifts 7 to 9 have been
assembled, and while their spectroscopic confirmation remains
an extremely difficult endeavor due to their faintness, the high
redshift nature of these samples is extremely robust and indis-
putable, with estimated contamination rates of the order of 10 to
20%. Bouwens et al. (2014) provides a recent and comprehen-
sive compilation of z ∼ 4 to z ∼ 10 LBG galaxy samples from
various HST datasets. The z ∼ 7 and z ∼ 8 samples have re-
spectively approximately 600 and 200 objects, with an estimated
contamination rate of about 10%, much lower than the contami-
nation rate estimated on earlier samples (Trenti et al. 2011).
Searching high-redshift Lyα emitters from NB imaging relies
on combining a flux excess in the NB filter with a break at the
wavelength of the NB filter that corresponds to the break be-
low the Lyα line mentioned above. At least one broad band fil-
ter overlapping with, or redder than, the NB filter is required
to select line emitting objects, and additional redder broad band
filters may provide supplemental information on the colors of
the objects. The narrow band filters are usually centered on re-
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gions of low OH emission from the sky for optimum sensitivity,
therefore leading to discrete redshift intervals, namely 5.7, 6.5,
7.3, 7.7 and 8.8. This technique has been extremely successful
at finding z ∼ 6.5 LAES (Hu et al. 2004; Kashikawa et al. 2006;
Ouchi et al. 2010; Hu et al. 2010; Nakamura et al. 2011; Cas-
sata et al. 2011). These samples have been robustly confirmed
in spectroscopy, with estimated contamination rates of the order
of or below 30%. The technique has been used into the near IR
to search for even higher redshifts, see e.g. Cuby et al. (2007);
Willis et al. (2008) for pioneering searches at redshifts 8.8 with
small format near IR detectors. With the advent of large mosaics
of near IR arrays, more recent searches have been carried out at
redshifts 7.3, 7.7 and 8.8 (Tilvi et al. 2010; Hibon et al. 2010,
2011; Krug et al. 2012; Clément et al. 2012; Shibuya et al. 2012;
Milvang-Jensen et al. 2013; Matthee et al. 2014; Konno et al.
2014). Thus far, only one of the LAE candidates from these
searches have been confirmed spectroscopically at z ∼ 7.3. It
was found with the Suprime-Cam CCD camera equipped with a
special NB filter at the Subaru telescope (Konno et al. 2014).
Both the LBG and the NB observations have now convincingly
pointed to a decline of the Lyα radiation at redshifts > 7, possi-
bly due to an increasing fraction of neutral hydrogen from z ∼ 6
when the Universe was completely re-ionized. Evidence for this
attenuation of Lyα radiation comes from the strong decline of the
comoving density of LAEs inferred from NB searches, as well
as from the declining fraction beyond z ∼ 6.5 of Lyα emitters
among Lyman Break Galaxies (Schenker et al. 2012; Pentericci
et al. 2014; Tilvi et al. 2014). From the hundreds of LBGs se-
lected at redshits > 7, less than a handful have been spectroscop-
ically confirmed (Vanzella et al. 2011; Finkelstein et al. 2013).
Throughout these intensive searches for high redshift galaxies,
several cases of contamination by low redshift interlopers or spu-
rious sources have been reported. Contamination of high redshift
LBG and LAE photometric samples can affect the constraints
derived from these samples on the properties of high-redshift
galaxies or on the neutral fraction of the Universe during the
re-ionization epoch. It is expected that contamination increases
with redshift, when the objects are fainter and less constrained
from their photometry since the object may be detected in one or
two bands only. This is exemplified by the spectroscopic identifi-
cation at a redshift of 2.08 of an LBG candidate at z ∼ 11 (Hayes
et al. 2012) and the likely identification at a redshift of 2.19 of
another LBG candidate at z ∼ 12 (Brammer et al. 2013; Capak
et al. 2013). In an independent parallel survey with HST/WFC3,
Atek et al. (2011) show that extreme emission line galaxies at
z ∼ 1 − 2 can mimic the broad band colors of z ∼ 8 LBGs, the
high equivalent width lines being mistaken for the break at the
Lyα line. Similarly, ultrastrong emission line galaxies can con-
taminate LAE samples by mimicking a color break on the blue
side of the NB filter. Ultrastrong emission line galaxies selected
from optical NB data are studied e.g. in Kakazu et al. (2007),
while Matthee et al. (2014) and Kochiashvili et al. (2014) are
two recent studies of NB-selected objects in the near infrared.
In this paper, we investigate the nature of possible contami-
nants of high-redshift LAE candidates, using our own NB data
at 1.06 µm. To do so, we use the LAE samples from one of our
previous studies (Clément et al. 2012) in which we have selected
high equivalent width line emitting objects at low redshift that
would have been selected as LAE candidates at z ∼ 7.7 if the op-
tical observations had been one magnitude shallower From VLT-
XSHOOTER spectroscopy we investigate the nature of these ob-
jects.
We use AB magnitudes throughout this paper. We assume a flat
ΛCDM model with Ωm = 0.30.
We describe the observations in Sect. 2 and investigate the nature
of these objects in Sect. 3. Finally, we discuss the implications
of our results for high redshift surveys in Sect. 4.
2. Data
2.1. Photometry
Clément et al. (2012) present the results of a deep NB search of
LAEs at 1.06 µm (corresponding to Lyα at z ∼ 7.7) performed at
the VLT with the HAWK-I instrument. This study did not iden-
tify z = 7.7 LAEs, allowing us to infer strong constraints on the
evolution of the Lyα luminosity function from redshift 6.5. The
NB survey reached a 3σ aperture corrected limiting magnitude
of 26.65, while the CFHTLS optical data have limiting magni-
tudes of 27.4, 28.2, 28.0, 27.4, and 26.6 in the u?, g’, r’, i’, z’
respectively.
The NB1060 data were acquired over two epochs separated by
one year to prevent the selection of transient object that would be
detected in a one-epoch stack and not in the other. To select high
redshift candidates, Clément et al. (2012) applied the following
criteria:
1. NB1060 ≥ 5σ∧NB1060epoch1 ≥ 2σ∧NB1060epoch2 ≥ 2σ
2. No detection above the 2σ level in any of the visible broad
band filter
3. 2 ≤ Y − NB1060 ≤ 2.7
4. NB1060−J ≤ 0 with 1σ significance
While Criteria 4 prevents the selection of T-dwarfs stars which
usually have NB1060-J ≥ 0, Criteria 2 corresponds to the fol-
lowing colour criteria :
– u?2σ - NB1060≥ 1.7
– g′2σ - NB1060≥ 2.5
– r′2σ - NB1060≥ 2.3
– i′2σ - NB1060≥ 1.8
– z′2σ - NB1060≥ 0.9
In the process of selecting high-redshift candidates, seven pecu-
liar objects were identified in the CFHTLS-D4 field. They are
moderatly bright in the NB1060 filter with AB≤25.3, with SNR
≥ 5σ while they have NB1060- J <-1.5 and, in particular, z -
NB1060>1.8, typical of high redshift LAEs. Nevertheless, they
are detected in optical broadband filters with magnitudes ≥ 27 in
the u?, g′, r′, i′ filters and ≥ 26.5 in the z′. Clearly, these strong
line emitting objects would have been selected as genuine LAE
candidates with slightly shallower optical data. We observed the
three brightest objects in spectroscopy with XSHOOTER to elu-
cidate their nature. The photometric properties of these three ob-
jects are reported in Table 1 and thumbnail images in all photo-
metric bands are shown in Fig. 1.
2.2. X-SHOOTER observations
The objects were observed with the X-SHOOTER instrument
(D’Odorico et al. 2006; Vernet et al. 2011) mounted at UT2 of
the ESO-VLT on the nights of the 19th and 20th of July 2010.
X-SHOOTER is a 3-arm single object spectrograph covering an
extremely wide spectral range from 300 to 2500 nm. The spectral
resolution of the instrument varies from R ∼ 3300 to R = 5500
depending on wavelength for a 1.2′′ slit.
The observations took place just after a cold front had passed
over Paranal, and as a result the observing conditions were ex-
tremely poor, windy, non photometric and with poor seeing. The
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Fig. 1. Thumbnail images of the three objects. The size of the thumbnails is 2.65× 2.65 arcsec2.
instrument filter central wavelength (nm) Obj1 Obj2 Obj3
WIRCam Ks 2146 >24.70 > 24.70 >24.70
WIRCam H 1631 >24.70 >24.70 > 24.70
HAWK-I J 1258 >26.53 >26.53 >26.53
HAWK-I NB1060 1062 24.3±0.1 24.30±0.06 24.52±0.05
Megacam z’ 890 >26.6 26.59±0.40 26.43±0.31
Megacam i’ 770 27.1±0.2 >27.43 27.02±0.19
Megacam r’ 625 27.3±0.2 27.41±0.21 >28.0
Megacam g’ 486 27.3±0.2 27.44±0.19 27.89±0.27
Megacam u? 378 27.1±0.3 >27.37 > 27.37
Table 1. Photometric data of the three NB selected objects studied in this paper. The significance of the limiting magnitudes is 3σ.
seeing was of the order of 1.5′′ in average, and up to 2′′. The to-
tal time that could be spent on the targets ended up being much
lower than originally planned, and different slits were used in a
desperate effort to catch up with the seeing conditions. The de-
tailed observation parameters are provided in Table 2. The three
objects were observed three times with dithering between expo-
sures. A limiting magnitude of ∼23.5 was achieved at the wave-
length of the NB1060 by measuring the standard deviation over
5 Å and over the whole width of flux calibrated spectra.
The data were reduced using the EsoRex X-SHOOTER pipeline
version 1.3.7, including sky subtraction and removal of bad pix-
els and cosmic rays. The calibrated spectra were then stacked
using different methods: average, median and average with re-
jection of outliers. The following analysis has been carried out
using the combination of the average with rejection of outliers
spectra for each object.
3. Analysis
Emission lines were searched in each of the 2D stacked spec-
tra from a careful visual inspection. Interestingly, we only de-
tect one emission line in each of the three 2D spectra within the
NB1060 filter bandwidth. The reality of these lines was care-
fully checked by tracking their spatial positions along the slit on
the 2D spectrum on each of the three individual dithered images
forming the 2D stacks. For each object we extract a 1D line spec-
trum. Both 1D and 2D spectra for each of the three objects are
shown in Fig. 2.
For each object, we evaluated the slit losses when measuring
the line fluxes. These slit losses were evaluated considering the
(poor) seeing conditions prevailaing during the observations, the
slit width, and the sizes of each object as measured on the NB
images. The accuracy of the estimate of the slit losses is low, and
is estimated to be of the order of 30%. This introduces system-
atic uncertainties in the scientific analysis that follows, without
however altering our main conclusions.
The level of the noise was estimated on the 1D spectra by mea-
suring the standard deviation on both sides of the line on ∼30
pixels (equivalent to ∼3Å).
3.1. Methodology and application to Object 1
The central wavelength of the line is λ =1061.3 nm. Fitting a
Gaussian profile to the line, and after applying a correcting fac-
tor of 2 to account for slit losses, we measure an integrated flux
of 1.50×10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 with a SNR of 7.7.
The measured spectroscopic line flux is equivalent to an mag-
nitude of 24.55 over the bandwith of the narrow band filter, in-
dicating that the line flux indeed dominates the NB1060 mag-
nitude of the object (24.3). We derive a continuum level of
∼ 3.93 × 10−20 erg s−1 cm−2Å−1, corresponding to a magnitude
of 26.0. This continuum level is far too faint to be detected on the
XSHOOTER data, and is also consistent with the non detection
in the J-band at the 5σ limit of our observations, (AB∼26). From
this continuum level, we also derive an EW of the line of ∼ 400
Å. We note that the absolute flux measurements are associated
to significant uncertainties (due to the errors on slit losses for in-
stance), leading in turn to large uncertainties on the estimate of
the EW.
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Id α(J2000) δ(J2000) Exposure time (s) slit size
UVB VIS NIR
Obj1 334.143 -17.5566 3×1700 3×1700 3×1800 1.2”
Obj2 334.099 -17.5326 2×1100 + 600 2×1100 + 600 3×1200 1.2”
Obj3 334.208 -17.5349 3×1750 + 1287 3×1750 + 1287 3×1800 1.5”
Table 2. List of the slits and exposure times for each of three X-SHOOTER arms used for each of the three objects. Dithering was applied between
individual exposures.
Fig. 2. 2D and 1D spectra centered on the line detected in NB1060 for each object. The red dashed line is the Gaussian fit of the line.
The detection of a single line prevents a straightforward iden-
tification of the redshift of the source. For the purpose of de-
termining this redshift from the whole photometric and spectro-
scopic dataset, we resort to a SED fitting analysis using LeP-
hare (Arnouts et al. 1999; Ilbert et al. 2006). This code uses a χ2
template fitting method, and for the purpose of our analysis we
use spectral templates of dusty starburst galaxies with emission
lines.
We first used templates from Bruzual & Charlot (2003), sub-
sequently modified by LePhare with variable extinction laws
(Calzetti et al. 1994) and addition of emission lines following
classical recipes that relate galaxy star formation rates and lu-
minosities in the UV continuum, recombination lines and for-
bidden lines (Kennicutt 1998). Moreover, LePhare was run by
constraining the redshift to discrete intervals for which one of
the O[II], O[III]4959 Å, O[III]5007 Å, Hβ, and Hα lines corre-
sponds to the detected emission line. Best fits are shown on Fig.
3 with their associated χ2 values. Overall, no good fit including
the NB flux was found at any redshifts by LePhare by changing
the extinction and the emission lines.
We therefore investigate extreme spectra with high EW emis-
sion lines. We use spectra of Ultra Strong Emission Line object
(USEL, Kakazu et al. 2007; Hu et al. 2009). USELs are charac-
terised by strong emission lines that can have extreme restframe
equivalent widths (EWs) of several hundreds Å. We therefore
use a representative USEL spectrum to evaluate whether their
spectral properties fit our data. We first run LePhare, similarly to
the starburst case. The results of the fits and of the χ2 values are
shown in panel (a) of Fig. 4. The used USEL spectrum, repre-
sentative of the USEL population, provides a much better fit to
the observed photometric data of the object than a dusty starburst
spectrum coming from the library of Bruzual & Charlot (2003)
if the detected line is O[III](5007) Å. Indeed, the reduced χ2 ∼ 1
as compared to several hundreds.
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Fig. 3. Results of the SED fitting with LePhare for Obj1 using Bruzual & Charlot (2003) models and assuming that the detected line is Hα at
z ∼0.61, O[III] at z ∼ 1.11, Hβ at z = 1.18, and O[II] at z ∼ 1.86. The grey line is the best fit SED. Blue crosses are measured magnitudes or
magnitude upper limits while red squares are the expected magnitudes coming from the fit.
We then investigate whether other emission lines should have
been detected in the XSHOOTER data. Here again, we inves-
tigate two types of spectra: standard star-forming galaxies with
and without extinction (Cassata et al. 2011) and USELs. We as-
sume that the detected line is one of the five O[II], O[III]4959
Å, O[III]5007 Å, Hβ, and Hα emission lines, and we compute
in turn the signal to noise ratio expected in our data on the three
other lines. The line ratios without extinction are indicated in Ta-
ble 3. In the case of star forming galaxies without extinction, it is
impossible to reproduce a situation where only one line could be
detected. In all situations, at least one line should have been de-
tected with a signal to noise ratio above 2. However, considering
a relatively high level of extinction of E(B−V) = 0.4, the single
detection of the Hα line in the NB filter is possible. Neverthe-
less, this possibility has been excluded by the LePhare analysis.
In the case of USELs, if the measured line is O[III]5007 Å, no
other lines could have been detected in our data (signal to noise
ratios between 1 and 2). Indeed, the O[III]5007 Åline strongly
dominates the USEL spectra (see Table 3). No coincidence with
sky absorption or emission lines could have explained the single
line detection in our data in all other situations than this line be-
ing O[III]5007 Å.
In conclusion of this section, there is convincing evidence that
Obj1 is a USEL O[III] emitter at z = 1.12.
3.2. Object 2
The central wavelength of the line is λ = 1057 nm. Fitting a
Gaussian profile and applying the slit loss correction factor of 2,
its integrated flux is 1.71×10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 with a SNR of 5.1.
Over the bandwidth of the NB1060 filter the measured spectro-
scopic flux is equivalent to an magnitude of 24.4, therefore the
line flux dominates the NB1060 magnitude of the object (24.3).
The derived continuum level is ∼ 1.8 × 10−20 erg s−1 cm−2Å−1
corresponding to a magnitude of 26.8 which is again consistent
with the non-detection in the J-band at 5σ. Using that level of
continuum we derive an EW of ∼ 1000Å.
LePhare does not allow to find a suitable fit solution with
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) templates whereas the USEL template
provides a good fit to the observed photometric data as shown in
panel (b) of Fig. 4 (reduced χ2 ∼ 2 as compared to several hun-
dreds). The check for the detection of other emission lines leads
to either the strong O[III]5007Åline of a USEL or the Hα line of
an extinct star-forming galaxy, the latter being inconsistent with
the LePhare results.
In conclusion, Obj2 is also a USEL O[III] emitter at z = 1.12
and the EW of the O[III] line from the USEL template is 830 Å,
consistent, within error bars, with our observations.
3.3. Object 3
One single emission line is detected in the 2D spectrum with a
central wavelength of λ = 1061 nm (see Fig. 2). The fit of a
Gaussian profile to the line and the application of a correcting
factor of 1.7 to account for slit loss lead to a measured integrated
flux of 1.27 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 with a SNR of 3.2. This line
flux is equivalent to a magnitude of 24.7 over the bandwidth of
the NB1060 filter, the NB1060 magnitude is therefore dominated
by the line flux of the object (24.52). The estimated continuum
level is ∼ 3.0 × 10−20 erg s−1 cm−2Å−1 corresponding to a mag-
nitude of 26.3. Similarly to Obj1, the continuum is too faint to
be detected in the XSHOOTER data and is consistent with the
non-detection in the J-band (AB∼26 at 5σ). The EW of the line
associated with this continuum is ∼ 420Å.
We carry the same analysis using LePhare as for Obj1. No good
fit solution was found from the templates of Bruzual & Charlot
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line ratio Star-forming USELs
O[III]5007/O[III]4959 3 3
O[III]5007/O[II] 0.35 4.5
Hα/O[II] 1 2.5
Hβ/Hα 0.35 0.35
Table 3. The two sets of flux ratios considered in that study. Those for
star-forming galaxies come from Cassata et al. (2011) and those for
USELs are from Kakazu et al. (2007) and Hu et al. (2009).
(2003) (reduced χ2 of several hundreds). We checked if other
emission lines could have been detected in both cases, standard
star-forming galaxies (with and without extinction) and USELs.
In the former case, the detected line could be Hα as the sig-
nal to noise ratio of the other lines are lower than 2σ. However
this possibility is ruled out by the LePhare analysis. Indeed, the
magnitude in the NB1060 filter predicted by the template fitting
is strongly inconsistent with the observed magnitude (2 mag dif-
ference). Considering USELs, only the detection of the O[III]
line is consistent with no detection of other lines in our data.
However the LePhare fit is not satisfying either as the reduced
χ2 is ∼ 11, as shown in panel (c) of Fig. 4.
In conclusion, Obj3 is likely to be a USEL O[III] emitter at
z = 1.12. The O[III] EW measured from the USEL template
is ∼670 Åwhich is consistent, within the error bars, with our ob-
servations.
4. Discussion and implication for high-z surveys
We followed spectroscopically three peculiar objects selected as
high-EW line emitters in a search for LAE candidates at z ∼ 7.7
using very deep optical data (Clément et al. 2012). Had we
used optical data shallower by approximately one magnitude, we
would have selected these three objects as genuine LAE candi-
dates at z ∼ 7.7. These objects have magnitude differences be-
tween the five optical (ugriz) bands and the NB1060 band rang-
ing from 2.3 to 3.5. This represents large color breaks, consid-
ering that the optical - NB breaks used for selecting LAE sam-
ples at high redshift is of the order of 1.5 to 2.5 magnitudes in
most studies (for instance, Hibon et al. 2012; Shibuya et al. 2012;
Konno et al. 2014). Indeed, from Table 1, we infer that the use of
color breaks one magnitude lower the three objects would have
been selected as LAE candidates. Furthermore, these objects
could also contaminate high-z LBG samples through broad band
detection of their strong line emission. In a thorough study of
LBG selection criteria, Capak et al. (2011) remarked that USELs
are a potential source of interlopers in z > 7 galaxy searches and
conclude that the i-band data must be 4 magnitudes deeper than
the J-band data.
These three objects are therefore potential contaminants to high-
z galaxy samples and unveiling their nature is of interest for esti-
mating the contamination rate of these samples. Despite the low
quality of our data due to poor observing conditions during the
observations, we identify emission lines in spectroscopy at the
position corresponding to the wavelength range of the NB1060
filter. For none of these objects do we find other emission lines
in the XSHOOTER data. After SED fitting and detailed analysis
of the spectroscopic data, we argue that the emission line in the
NB1060 filter is O[III]5007Å, placing these three contaminants
at a redshift of ∼1.1.
This claim is consistent with similar reports of spectroscopically
confirmed contaminants available in the literature that highlight
the importance of O[III] emission. Such objects are also ref-
ered to as Extreme Emission Line Galaxies (Huang et al. 2014,
for instance). In searching LBGs at redshift between 8 and 10
from deep near IR imaging, Richard et al. (2003) identified a
O[III] emitter at z = 1.68 from spectroscopic follow-up obser-
vations). This object is characterised by a high EW and it has
O[III]5007/Hβ ∼5.9 fully consistent with USEL values. Sim-
ilarly, Hayes et al. (2012) followed a z ∼ 11 LBG candidate
with XSHOOTER and detected several emission lines, amongst
which O[III] is the strongest with an EW of ∼700 Å, which put
that galaxy at z = 2.08. They conjecture that this object is ei-
ther a heavily obscured starburst or an old galaxy upon which a
burst of star formation is superimposed. The example of UDFj-
39546284 is illustrative of the extreme difficulty of confirming
very high-redshift galaxy candidates and of the role that faint
low-z interlopers may have. This object was originally claimed
to be at z ∼ 10 (Bouwens et al. 2011). With deeper near IR
data, Ellis et al. (2013) suggested that this object could lie at an
even higher redshift of z = 11.9. From HST WFC3 grism ob-
servations Brammer et al. (2013) detected a 2.7σ line that could
either be Ly-α at z = 12.12 or O[III] at z = 2.19, Bouwens et al.
(2013) finding the later solution more plausible. From Keck-
MOSFIRE data, Capak et al. (2013) could not improve the line
detection level and therefore conclude on the nature of this ob-
ject. All these examples suggest the prevalence of O[III] emitters
amongst interlopers to high-z galaxy candidates, in line with our
findings.
Finally, as a last sanity check, we estimate the number of strong
O[III] emitters expected in the CFHTLS D4 field from their Lu-
minosity Function at redshift 0.8 as reported in Fig. 13 of Kakazu
et al. (2007). We assume no evolution in redshift between 0.8 and
1.1, and we further assume that the NB1060 flux is entirely dom-
inated by O[III] emission. The redshift interval probed by the
NB1060 filter is 0.02 for the O[III] line, corresponding in turn
to a comoving volume of ∼ 3 × 103 Mpc3 for our CFHTLS D4
field. We consider a NB1060 limiting magnitude of 24.6, corre-
sponding to a line luminosity of 1041 erg.s−1. We derive that there
should be of the order of four ultra-strong O[III] emitters in our
data at the flux limit that we consider, in good agreement, within
low number statistics and large uncertainties, with the three ob-
jects that we selected. It is re-assuring that both numbers match,
comforting the likelihood that the three objects are indeed O[III]
emitters. Note that there were seven objects in the CFHTLS-D4
field displaying similar photometric properties, the other four ob-
jects have NB1060 magnitudes fainter than 24.6.
We infer from this study that O[III] emitting objects are a likely
important source of contamination in NB-selected high-redshift
galaxy samples, and preventing contamination from these ob-
jects require optical data deeper than the NB data by almost 3
magnitudes. As noted above, Capak et al. (2011) suggest 4 mag-
nitudes difference to prevent z > 7 galaxy (LBG) samples from
being contaminated by low-z interlopers.
Interestingly, a majority of the z ∼ 2.2 Hα emitter candidates
originally selected from NB imaging at 2.2 µm in Moorwood
et al. (2000) turned out to be O[III] emitters after detailed follow-
up analyses (Moorwood et al. 2003). Matthee et al. (2014) and
Kochiashvili et al. (2014) recently performed photometric red-
shift analyzes of NB emitters at 1.18 µm and 1.06 µm respec-
tively, and they find a fraction of Hβ/O[III] emitters of 40% and
28% respectively. Combined to an analysis of the broad band
photometric data, these analyses could inform us further on the
likelihood of strong O[III] emitters in NB studies.
The occurrence of strong O[III] emitters seems to be ubiquitous
over a large redshift range, and such objects are a likely source
of contamination/error in many studies. A more detailed analysis
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Fig. 4. Fits of the three objects magnitudes using LePhare with a USEL template assuming that the detected line is O[III]5007 Å. Red crosses are
the measured magnitudes while arrows are upper limits. The blue diamonds show the magnitudes predicted by LePhare and the grey line is the
best fit spectrum from LePhare.
of the O[III] luminosity functions at redshifts up to 3 is needed to
further evaluate the level of contamination that O[III] might gen-
erate in several of the planned dark energy surveys. Strong O[III]
emission might contaminate photometric redshifts, be they di-
rectly used for scientific analyses (e.g. Euclid) or for photomet-
ric selection of targets to be subsequently followed-up in spec-
troscopy (e.g. PFS/SuMIRe or DESI). We suggest that the O[III]
luminosity function should be better determined over a large red-
shift range, as recently completed by Comparat et al. (2014) for
the O[II] luminosity function over the redshift range [0.1 - 1.65].
Such a study can be carried out using the WISP (WFC3 Infrared
Spectroscopic Parallel) survey (Atek et al. 2010, PI:Malkan) in
which several hundreds of USELS have been found by Atek et al.
(2014) over the redshift range 0.3 < z < 2.3. Even if it is crucial,
the characterisation of the O[III] luminosity function at higher
redshift will be possible only with IR space telescopes such as
the JWST. Only the detailed knowledge of the O[III] luminosity
function could allow us to better estimate the contamination rate
of any high-z galaxy survey from O[III] emitters.
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